Surrey CottageNatural Charm
Although it dates back to the 16th
century, Mel Skinner’s home has a
distinctly modern feel - a mix of old
world charm, contemporary details
and Mediterranean influences.
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Mel & Charlie Skinner agree that moving
to the country from London seven years
ago was the best thing they ever did.
They were fast outgrowing their gardenless Edwardian townhouse and craved
more space. When they spotted their
current home, a large cottage that dates
back to the 16th century, idyllically set
in three acres, they were irresistibly
drawn. With glorious views and no
neighbours, it could be in the middle of
nowhere. In fact it’s just seven minutes’
drive from a thriving town and a 50minute commute by train to London.
“It really is the best of both worlds,”
says Mel. “We are in the heart of the
country yet we don’t feel cut off from
civilization.”

Although the cottage - originally built
as two dwellings and knocked into
one by previous owners - had been
empty and unloved for a few years, it
instantly tugged at the family’s heartstrings. “It wasn’t great internally,” says
Mel, “With a lean-to for a kitchen and
an ugly 1970’s extension on the side.”
The Skinners saw through its faults,
including dated décor and black tarcoated beams, to the heart of the house.
“It needed a lot of TLC, as well as major
work”, says Mel. But as she and Charlie
had previously renovated two properties
the prospect wasn’t overly daunting.
“Charlie was very involved and happy
to get his hands dirty,” she says. Mel,
sensibly, concentrated on decorating
and furnishing.
Once the renovations started, the family
camped out in rented accommodation
nearby. The beams were sandblasted to
reveal the pale oak below and it is this that
gives the house its French provincial feel.
The sitting room extension was virtually
rebuilt from scratch with new windows,
French doors and a terrace where the
family now eat on sunny days. Mel and
Charlie had a sandstone fireplace specially
made. “I love its simplicity,” says Mel.
“Although it’s large, its mellow shade makes
it unobtrusive.” With its pale ochre walls,
oak floor and neutral furnishings, the
room has a refreshingly modern country
feel. It’s not without its treasured family
pieces, but these have been incorporated
subtly and teamed with contemporary
cushions and stylish lighting.

The lean-to was demolished to make
way for the construction of a large
sunny kitchen. Although they have
embraced country living, Mel and
Charlie resisted designing the kitchen
around an Aga. “I wanted a more
modern kitchen that worked with the
rest of the house,” says Mel. They have
achieved this by choosing classic cream
painted cupboards but fitting them with
steel handles to complement a modern
cooker. Warm earthy tiles pick up on
the Mediterranean shades of the other
rooms downstairs. The American oak
floor and wooden table and chairs have
a rustic look that they have contrasted
with a stylish steel pendant light.
The dining room, probably the oldest
part of the cottage, was originally the
sitting room. It is a step away from
the kitchen, making it perfect for the
large Sunday lunches Mel likes to host.
Grown-ups are entertained here while
the children enjoy their own lunch
party in the kitchen opposite. With
its low beams and inherited furniture
Mel wanted the room to look cosy but
not dark. She has achieved this with a
warm ochre paint effect and by hanging
a large mirror, which opens up the
room. “Charlie painted the walls while
I, quite quickly and stressfully, had to
add the glaze,” she laughs. “Amazingly
we managed not to fall out over it!”

Not surprisingly in such an ancient
home, the cottage hides some interesting
history. When re-tiling the roof, the
builders found some sections were
supported by carefully arranged twigs.
Many of the walls were wattle and daub
(straw and dung) or horse hair. “At one
point the builders told us to knock the
house down and start again!” says Mel.
Instead, the building has been reworked
- new wiring, plumbing, plaster - to 21st
century standards without detracting
from its original charm.
Although all the work is more or less
done, there was a time when the cottage
remained in limbo and Mel drew a blank
on the soft furnishings and finishing
touches.
“Window dressings and
accessories can make or break a place
so I wanted to get them exactly right.”
She says. Then Mel met a local interior
decorator, Patti Money-Coutts with a
shop called Overbury, which turned out
to be full of things Mel loved. “Patti was
on my wavelength,” she says. With help,
the final details – curtains, cushions,
lamps – have brought it all together.
“It’s finished,” says Mel, “but I do have
some new ideas for improvement. I’ll
have a word with Charlie…”

Two extra rooms were added upstairs:
a covetable boudoir-style bedroom with
a bathroom suite for Mel and Charlie,
and a ‘very teenage boy room’ bedroom
for Alex. Mel and Charlie’s triple-aspect
room is fresh and light during the day
and luxurious by night. With its rich
cerise-pink bath (painted by Charlie
as a surprise for Mel), candelabrum
and sensuous furnishings it has all the
qualities of a honeymoon hotel. She
and Charlie had thought about having
the whole bathroom in the same room
but in the end decided to place the loo,
basin and a shower in a separate space
leading off the main room.
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